
In Matthew 18 and Luke 18 there are stories about forgiveness.  In one story, someone who has had a 

huge debt cancelled is nevertheless calling in much smaller debts from poorer people; in the other, we 

hear the prayers of one person exalting his virtues and of another conscious of his own shortcom-

ings.  Forgiveness is something that concerned Jesus.  Forgiveness is something that we all need and that 

most of us don’t get enough of, or are not assured of. 

 

We ask forgiveness from God for our sins but we are sometimes strangely reluctant to accept it.  As 

evidence for this statement, I would offer the many people who, to my knowledge, have asked for    

forgiveness and yet gone on for years in some cases carrying the guilt around, crippling their lives.   

 

We can imagine situations where we might think that was just and right.  Someone who kills a child or a 

parent whilst driving under the influence for instance, should they receive forgiveness? Should they feel 

forgiveness?  Is the forgiveness of God enough or do they need the forgiveness of the family?  If they 

have both, do they still need to forgive themselves?  Do they have the right to forgiveness? 

 

A horrific attack took place in the Ealing Vicarage in 1986, you perhaps remember it.  Jill Saward in her 

book, “Rape: My Story”, wrote: “I believe forgiveness gives you freedom…freedom to move on without 

being held back by the past.”  However, her boyfriend at the time said:  “I never shared the need to         

forgive those animals and I would still want to kill them”.  I suggest that Jill’s forgiveness enabled her to 

become the force for good in the land that she consequently became.  I wonder what effect the attack 

had on the subsequent life of her boyfriend? 

 

How does this apply to us in Baildon, in Bradford?  Many of us carry grievances around with us, and 

they can change us into less-nice-people than we might have been.  Most of us are quite sure just how 

mistaken many of our political representatives are in the way they influence our Town and District 

Councils and our National Government.  This attitude becomes a part of our identification;  it affects 

who we are and how we are able and willing to relate to others.  Despite our lack of information or  

understanding of the pressures and constraints under which they operate, despite our misunderstanding 

of many of the issues that they face on our behalf, we regard some of them as egotistical, self-serving, 

and in some cases, corrupt individuals, whom we are not able or willing to forgive for their presumed 

sins. 

 

This resentment, this criticism, even extends to others within the church, especially towards those who 

take responsibility for leading in some way.  St Paul often the need to urge members of the early  

churches to get on with each other better and nothing changes there.  In all spheres of life, those who 

volunteer to lead carry a heavy burden. 

 

How would it be if we were to concentrate more on our own need for forgiveness, and if we were to be a 

bit freer with our forgiveness for others, for real or imagined wrongdoing?  Might our own lives be more 

fulfilled?  Might our friends and relatives find us just a bit easier to get on with?  Might we be able to 

spread a little more of God’s love abroad?  
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